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THIS IS TO CERTIFY THAT THE THESIS PREPARED UNDER MY SUPERVISION BY
ENTITLED ....0JLOlWfc^.Q^^ oj^ ijL,C^.'>-VA^oJL ilSL-VA-yT^ -^rcn-^ ."tis-ii^
VsixJU Cr^, ..C..<=RJLiL^^ 0>w-v^x^ , '^.A'ScrN-i^sJ^^
IS APPROVED BY ME AS FULFILLING THIS PART OF THE REQUIREMENTS FOR THE DEGREE
OF (^.C^ci..xSlio*w. tLkJL^V-^-^v^ ^ CA.-5i-,/^/^jCJk-..
.J&...Dsjd^.X.^?v:3^x^-S^ tv^.. SL-.CK_M^




Lists of technical terms and abbreviations have been in-
cluded in manuals of bibliography, books on the art of book-
binding; and books v/ritten for the aid of book- collectors . To
put a careful selection of these terras and abbreviations,
taken from various sources, into one list, whicxi may be of
assistance to librarians and catalogers, as well as to book
lovers, is the endeavor here made, hov/ever imperfect its exe-
cution may be.
The only attempt at originality has been to make the list









have been used in designating words from those languages.
Otherwise, it is understood the words are English.
The following authorities were consulted in the prep-
aration of the list:





Catalog of an exiiibition of 19tn century boo^k-bindings
tne Caxton club. Dec 16-20, 1897 Ci-iicago, 1B97.
Century dictionary and cyclopedia. N Y
Cockerell, D.
Bookbinding and the care of books. IT Y 1902.
Collins,
-F. H.
Author and printer. London, 1905.
DeVinne, T. L.
A treatise on title-pages. N. Y 1902.
Hazlitt, ¥.C.
The boo'^:- collector. London, 1904.
Horne, H. P.
The binding of books. London, 1B94.
Jacobi, C. T.
On the making and issuing of books. 1891
Library Journal
Mcllvaine, M.




Manuel pratique du bibliot ^lecaire. Paris, 1^9^.
Matthews, Brander.
Book-bindings, old and new. N Y ,1R95.
Medlicott, Mary. comp.
Abbreviations used in book catalogs. Boston, 1906.
(Bulletin of bibliography pamphlets, no 15)
Nicholson, J. B.
Manual of tne art of bookbinding. 1RR7.
Pratt institute free library.
Co-operative bulletin. v. 1, no. 7, June 1902.
Rogers, ¥. T.
A manual of bibliography. N Y 1891.
Slater, J. H,
How to collect books. London, 1905.
So the ran, Henry.
Catalogs of superior second-hand books in literature,
science and art. London, 1905.
Standard dictionary.






The art of bookbinding. London, 1R97.







































a compart iments (panelleii.)
a dentell:^ (witu lace-liVp toolinp-.)
a filets (with fillers.)
a froid (blind tooled.)
a mezza pei'^t-inena (half parchment.)









Abschnitt (section or pert.)
Auflage (edition.)





































(F. ) basane (bazil, or sheep skin.)
(G. Band, Bande (volurie, vo lumen.)
bound.
paper boards.
beigebimden (bound v/itn. )
bel exemplaire (fine copy.)
Bildniss (portrait.)
Blatt (slieet, leaf.)




c. d. P. (F.) cuir de Hussie (Russia leather.)
c.et ferin. (F.) coins et ferrnoir (corners and clag)
c.f. (L.) cum figuris (v/itn illustrations.)
ca. azz. (I.) carta azzura (blue paper.)
ca. gr. (I.) carta grande (large paper.)
ca. vel. (I.) carts, velina (vellum paper.)
carat got. (I. caratteri gotici (Gotiiic characters-)
carat ton. (I.) carattere tondo (circular characte:*)

6cart. (F.)
cart . , car toji. (G. )





























cartonnage Bradel (bevelled boardi^
Bradel bindlnr in boards or













c o.'Op let ( c omp le t e . )
couvert imx)rirae (printed cover.)
crown (as crown 8vo.)






. ( . )
d. , dem. (7.) .
















dor. in testa ( I .
)






dor. s. tr. (F.)





das xieisst (tixat is.)
das ir-t ( tr.at is. )
demi (i.alf.
de.'rii- maroquin (naif morocco.)




dore sur tranche (gilt edges.)
demy (as demy octavo.)
dentelle, dentelle (lace ornament.)
dentelle int'^rieure (lace ornament




dorato in testa (f^ilt top. )




dore sur plat (sides gilt.)
dore sur tranche (gilt edges.)











en f . (F.
)
en livr . (F.
)
en por tef . (P.
)












en feuilles (ir: sneets.)
en livraisons (in numbers, in parts.)
en por t-efeui 11;^ (in portfolio.)
en toile (iii clotn. )
^
en velin (in vellura.)
ensuite (next, after, witn.)
envoi d'auteur (with author's comcli-
















farbifT ( nolo ru'l . )
foolscap.
f ermo i r ( c 1;^ sp . )
feuiliets (folios or leaves.)
figure, figurato (engraving.)






f. d. s. 1. p.
fl.d 1. (F.)







figures coloriees (colored i ilustrat iorip
figures sur bois (wood cuts.)
filets (fillets.)
filets a c mpartiinents (gilt fillets
in panels .
)
filets dores (gilt fillets or roll.)
(F.)
filets d'or sur les plats (gilt fillets
on side .
)
fleur-de- lis ( f lov;er-de- luce . )




Forel (parcijuent . )
format (size.)










Frz., Fz. (0. )
Pranzband (calf binding.)
front, gr. (P.) froiitispice grav^ (en,rraved title.)
fronts. frontispieces.
Pzb. , Fzbd. , Frzbd. (G.)
Franzband (v/hole French cetlf . )
g. e.
g . i i
.
g. m. e.







































grand papier (l^rge paper.)
granden marfjes (large margins.)
Grolier (Grolier st."lo of bindinp.)
Ifbcth.
,
Hctb. (G.) HalbcattunlDand (half muF-lin binding.)





, Hs . ( G .
)
Handschrift (manuscript.)






Heft. (number or part,
hfzbd., hfz., hbfrz. (G.)









hlb. (G.) halb (naif.)
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Hidrbd., Hbldr. , Hibld. (n.)
Halbl()derbc.nd (b. und i- naif Iftatiier. )
Hlwd.
,
Hln. , Ifblwd. (0. )
Halbleiiiw; .nf5 band (bound in half cloth.)
Hlzbd. (G.) Holzhand (bo'.:nd in wood.)
Hlzscim. (G.) HolzschnitJ (wood-cut.)
Hpgt., Hbprgt., Hpericr. {Cr.)
Halbpergament oand (bound in parchm'^nt.)














in-f ol. (F. , I. )
in p. (I.
)
in perg. (I .
)







in-quarto (quarto, 4 io )
in-octavo (octavo, 8 vo )
in-douze (duodecimo, 12v^o , twelvemo.)
in-folio, in foglio (folio.)
in pelle (in calf.)
in pergamena (in parchment.)








Jhrr;. (n.) Jaxirrarig (annufil. )
Jci.tt., Jchtn. , Jciitnb. (0.)
JucJrit enband (Russia binding-.)
kl. (G.) klr.iri (small.)
kl. 8 (G.) klein (small octavo.)
Kntb.
,
Kntbd. (G.) K&.ttunba,nd (bound in muslin, clotii. )
Kpfrt. i'^'.) Kupfertefel (copperplate engraving.)
l.p. large paper.
1. s. letter signed. Also locus sigilli,
place of tne seal.
Ldr. {C,) Leder (leather, sneep, calf.)
Ldrbd.
,
Ldb. , Ldr. (G.
)
Lederband (whole bound leather.)
leg. (I.) legato, legatura (bound, binding.)
leg. ant. (I.) legatura antico (antique oinding.)
leg. bod. (I.) legato alia Bodoniana (Bodonian binding
leg. in pel. (I.) legato pelle (whole leatxier binding.)
leg, ol. ( I .
)
le.gatura plandese (TXitch binding;. )
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leg. 1/2 tela (i.) leg;£tto in mezza tela (xialf clotn
bindiiif^. )
leg. 1/2 pelle (T. )
legato in mezza p.:lle (half leat/ier
bind inp.
)
Lfg. (ri. ) Li efo runr (number, part, series, of
a periodical.)
lib. librarian, library.












MS. (E. , "P. , I. )




MSS. (E. , F. , I.) manuscri i)ts , manoscritti (manuscripts,
m.
, mar. (P.) maroquin (morocco.)
(F.)
maroquin antique (morocco antique.)






mj; r . b 1 . ( F . )
rnaroquiii bleu (blue rnorocco.)
m. br. , mar. br. (F.
)
maro'iuii"! brun (brown morocco.)
m. cit . mar. cit. (F,)
maroquin citron (citron morocco.)
m.d. m., mar. d. d. m. (F.)
maroquin double mar'oquin (marocco
lined witii rnorocco.)
m. d. d. t., mar. d. d. t. (F.
)
maroquin douole de tabis (morocco
lined witn watered silk.
)
m.d. L. (F. ) maroquin du Levant (Levant morocco.)
mar. d. d. t,
m . n
. ,
mc r . n
.
( 17 . )
maroquin noir (blc.ck morocco.)
m. r. , mar. r. (F.) maroquin roure (red morocco.)
ra. v., mar. v. (F.) maroquin vert (green morocco.)
m. viol., mar. viol. (F.
)
maroquin violet (violet morocco.)
Marquin (morocco.)
marroccnino (morocco.)
mehrfarbig (many colored, polychromat i(i
meiirfarb. Tafl. (0.)
mehrfarbig Tafeln (pol.ychromat ic
pic turss.
)
m. (I.) mezza (naif.)
m.leg. (I.) mezza let:-atura (jrialf binding.)



















mit Atlas (wit-i Atlas. )
mit Holzrcnni t t-rvi , Cw it, • v/ood-cuts.)







mouillures et piqiSres (damp spots
and worm noles. ^ s
muslin.
new edition.
neue folgs (nev; series.)
no date.
no place, or no printer's name,





n. rogn. , non rogn. (F.
)










n. r. , non rel.
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ohl. {!.) oblungo (oblonp.)
obi. R ohlonfT. octrvo.
ott. COUP. (I.^ ottinp. conservazi one (heR^, pr^'Perva*-. iorj






p. de H. (T.
)
pap. fort ("P.)









pagina or pspine (ppp-e, or pa^es.)
paper, i. e., sewed,
papi jr (paper.
)
I^apier de Hollande (Dutcn paper.)
papier fort (strong paper.)
papier teinte (colored paper.)
papier veliri (vellum paper. )
(P. )








Papp"barid (bound in paper. )






pts. • in parts.
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peau de Russ. (F. ) peau de Rusnie (Rur,Fia.)
peau de tr. (F. ^ pefui de truie (hof^skln.)




peau de v. " (v,) peau de veau (calf.)
perc., percal. percaliri', muslin,
perg.






Pergarnenfband ("bound in parchnjent . )
p. (I.) pelle (calf.)
p. f .
, p. f ers . , pet . f . {'^.)
petit fers (toolinf^ worked ou.t "by the
combination of single patterns
from small dies.)
pice. (I.) piccolo (small.)
piq. (P .) piqures (worm- Jriole s.
)
pi. enl. (F. ) planches enluminees (illuminated plated
plaq. (P.) plaquette (thin volume bound.)
pi., plchs. (F.) planches (plates.)
ports. portraits.
ptrs. (P.) portraits, (portraits.)




quad. (r.^ quaderno (a quirK of paper.)
qq. (F.) quelques (some, fev/.)

























recto. {rip;h.t hand page.)
red and gilt edges,
reduced.






Roxburghe style of binding,





































s. a", et t. (L.
s.imp. (L. )
s. 1. (I. , 7. , I.
)
s







Raff ianbarid (n. rocco bindinp .)





SciiV/artenleder , Schv/einsled'3r (hogskin,
pigskin.)
sewed.






signe, signature (signed, signature.)
Siieep skin.
senza data (vitiiout date.)
)
sine anno et typographo (v. ithout year
and printer.
)
sine inrpreRsire (v/ithout printer.)
sine loco, sans lieu, senza luogo
(wi tiiout place . )




sans lieu ni date (no place or date.)
sine nota (witnout note.)
























St&.iilst ic ji (st-.eel enr;-ravirir. )
Steintafel ( lit/iogra )
St i tcned
.
super (as super royal Bvo.)
super extra.
supplement.
TalD . ( Ct . )
Taf., Tfl. (Tr.)












Tatclle, Tarellen (table, t&bles.
Taf el (enp-raving.)
taglio rosso (red edges.)
tarlato (wor^n holed.)
te la ( clo til. )










t. p. w. title-page wanting:.
tit. r. et n. {v,) titre roupe et rioir (titl(=; red and
hlaclc.
t. (v,) toile (cloth.)
t. pi. {'^.) toile pleino (full cloth.)
t. e. E. top ed^e gilt.
t. , torn. (L. , I . , P. ) to.mus , tomi; tomo, tomi; tome, tomes
( V o luit: u , V o lume s .
)
tr. (?.) tranche (edge.)
tr. cis. (F.) tranches ciselees (tooled edges^.
)
tr. dor. ("P) tranches dorees (ed^^s gilt.)
tr. eharh. (P. ) tranches ebarbes (trimmed edges.)
' tr,
.
jasp. (P.) tranches jaspees (sprinkled edges.)
tr. jn. (F.) tranches marhrees (edges marhled.
)
tr. p. (F. ) tranches peignees (combed edges.)
Tnis refers to tne process of
marbling, in wnich a comb is drawn
through the colors, leaving lines
which appear as scallops on the
paper,




























unaufgeschni t ten (uncut, not cut open
for r'>;vdinr;;. )





und S,hnliche (and tiie like, similar.)
und andere (and others.)
und dergleichen (and the like.)
und folgende (and the following.
)
und so fort (and so forth.)
und so weiter (and so on.)
und zwar (and indeed.)
ungebunden (unbound.)
V. d. various dates.
V. y. various years.
V. (E.) veau (calf.)
V. anc. (P.) veau ancien (old calf.)
V. ant. (F. ) veau antique (calf antique.)
v. b., V. bl. (F. ) veau bleu (blue calf.)
V. br. [v.) veau brun (brov/n calf.)
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dor. [T^.) veau dor6 (calf gilt.)
V. ec
. i'^.) veau ecaille (tortoise calf, scaled
calf . )
)
V fil. i'^.) veau avec filnts (calf witn fillets.)
V, f. (P.) veau fauve (fawn calf, plain calf.)
V jasp. (F. ) veau jaspe (calf stained cr marbled.)
v.ra.
,




V p. (T^.) veau porphyre (calf to imitate
porphyry.)
V r., v. rac. (P.) veau rr-cine (tree calf.)
v^ r. ("P.) veau rouge (red calf.)
vel. (F.) velin (vellum.)
vel. bl. (F.) velin blanc (wnite vellum.)
v^l. de H. (F.) velin de Hollande (Dutcix vellum.)
vergr.
,
verg. (G.) vergriifen (out of print.)
V. (L.) verso, (left iiand page.)
vign. (F.) vignettes (vignettes.)
vol., vols. volume, volumes.
vollst. (G.) vollstandig (complete.)
V. (G.) von (by.)
w, witn.
wohlf. (n.) wofilfeil (cheap.)
z
. B . ( G
.
)























Blind-tooled, i. e. tooled witiiOut gold,
the design being impressed on the leath-
er with a hot iron, slightly changing
the color and showing the indentation.


























Scraped down close to the board.
Part
.





Books from tne press of Aldus Manutius, of "^^enice,
and his successors. 1495-1597. They are fine
texts and printed with especially c^st types.
Aldus was txie first print t^r to use Italic type.
(F) Witnout title; witixout inscription of




(C-) K^ote, explanatory remark.
(I) Annual.
(S) Annual.
(P) Note, explanatory remark.
(I) Note, explanatory remi.rk.
(F) Annual.
Term a,pplied to a literary worV appearing once a
year; an illustrated work issued near Christmas of
each year. Name formerly given to well bound,






















(P) A term applied to manuscripts and print-
ed books, in whicJa the writing or
print inc: is on tne recto alone. Most
rolls and bloc-c books are of this type.
(R) Note, explanatory remark.
(?) See Livres liturgiques.
(P) Tooling dene by hand in small separate
tools to make up the pattern. A distino-
tion is here implied between hand- too lectj|
binding and tnat stamped at one blov/, or






A part added to a book or document, containing
explanatory or statistical material, relating to
the main part, but not essential to its co.mplete-
ness. Therein it differs from S u p p 1 e -
men t,v/hich is intended to complete and correct

















The act by which the Royal Censor,
charged with readin{;^ a manuscript, de-
clares that he has reaci it and has found
nothing immoral, or apainst the estab-
lisned lav;s , in it, which would prevent
its beinp- printed.
Engraving executed in a single color,
generally dark, or neuter, and giving









(D) (n) Voli-irjio, book.
Projection^' produced on txie back of tne volume,
by t:ie cordj. or tapes, on wxiici. are oev/n tiie
sections of the book.
bXsan, bapaot^ (?) Sheep- skin tanned in oak- or larch-ba
and used for book-binding, etc. It i.
distinguished from r o an, which iR
tanned in sumac.
BASANE VEPTE TtAi'.OQUIlTEE
(F) Raw siieep-skin moroccoed. ,
BASTARD TITL!^ A repetition in print of the name of tiie book,
written in earlv times on the cover.
A fly-, or half-title before the full title of a
work.
See also














Erom the name of Berquin, a literary
work, written for children and resem-
bling, in material and in form, the
works of Berquin, a Erench v/riter for


















"^hp !)roduct, ion oP hooko.
bibliograpiie
, GR p t|5 X t o vj pa- 4* ^ 5 )
A book v/riter.
Of, relating to, or dealing witj:i bibli-
ograpiiy.
To write a bibliography of.
{y bibliographie, GR ^^^Xioj ^o.^^<^
book-writing)
1. The writing of books
i
2 Tne systematic descriiJtion and his-
tory of books, tneir authors iiip, print-
ing, publication, editions, etc.
3 A book containing such details.
4 A lis ^, of the books of a particula^:
author, printer, or country, or of
those dealing with an^;^ particular theme
the literature of a subject.






One wno has an excessive admiration or
reverence for books.






















(GR^'-^^JoV bnoV, and Xoy05 diacournf^
Scientific clescj-ij lioji of book:;, i.ouk-
lore, bibliograpiiy
.
Of, or pertainine to b i b 1 i o 1 o c :)
A professed student of bibliolo-
g y.
ll
(GF, 3i./3/V/ov book, and /AO.V re to. divin-
ation) Divination by books, gener-
ally b;^ verses of the Bible.
(F bibliomane; GR |3tj3\iov book,
and yuavca5 mad) An indiscriminate
collector of books.
(GR ^i^XCo-V book, and ^ccVta mad-
ness) A rage for collecting and
possessing books.
One affected witi. bibliomania, mad for
books.






















booV., and 7r^JyVl'^t to fix)
Bookbinding as a fine art.
Of, or pertainiiif^^ to a bibliophagist.
(OR ^c^A 1.0V book, andi^a^iov devouring;)
A devourer of books.
(r bibliopjjile; GR )Sl/3K'ov book,
and 0i\oc, friend) A person,
who loves books, and who seeks them
with tne sole desire of instruction, and
w.iO on.y acquires tnose bo^'oks, v/nich he
consider.s raos:: suitable to form col-
lection, wiiich shall be valuable for
the number and variety of its contents.
Of, or pertaining toabiblic-
p h i 1 e.
The principles and practice of a
bibliophile.
A bibliophile.
Of, or pertaining to a bibliophile.
Addicted to bibliopixily
.
bibliophi lie) Love of books,
taste for books.
(GR 6t/5\i ov book, and ^o/5os dread)
Dread of, or aversion to books.
(GR lJS C o->^ book, and 7roiy<rtj making)






















(GK 6t/^ At o Tru>\i^5 frora ^ tj3> X c ov' book ,
and TTajXi^j- seller, dealer)
A dealer in books; a bookselli.-r
.
Of, or belonging; to booksellers; hence
bibliopolically.
The principles or trade of booksellinr
A bookseller.
Of, pertaining to, or befitting a book-
seller.
One w.r.o is exclusively employed in ar-
ranging books on the shelves. A page
a library.
A man who buries'his books and does not
give them to the v/orld. A place in a










BLE"F1"0 When a book has "been cut dov/n into the print, it
is said to l^ave been blod.
Sec also cropped.
BOGEjT (G) Sheet 4 pages.
BOG-RNBEZEUCHNUNG
(G) Signature (in printing.)

















Writing wnicxi goes alternately from
left to rigiit and frcin riglit to left.
The Greeks wrote this WE^y, at first.
A license (of booksellers or printers.)
Paper covers.
Stitched, i. e. having the sections
caugiit together with threads, but not
fastened to bands, as in regular sewing,
The Erench stitcn runs diagonally across
tne back of ti^e book and is not to be
confounded with machine stitching, wire
stitching, side stitching, etc. This
stitching is usually covered v/ith paper,
BROKEiJT OVER When plates are turned over or folded a short dis





in tne. volume, so as to facilita-t-e their beinp
turned easily or laid flat, they are so id to be
b r o e n over. Wiien a leaf has been turned
down, tne paper is broken.
(Cr) Paper covers.
(Ct) Book- lover.
BileHERSAW a.ER (^r) Book- CO Hector.
CIAHIER (F) Number, pr.rt.
CALENDERED PAPER
Paper whicn is very hig;hly rolled or glazed, for
receiving illustrb.tions.
CAJ'£E0-BII^IDI1IG Binding, wnere tiie leatiier is stamped with dies,
cut in intaglio, whereby impressions in relief,
imitations in some sort, of antique cameos, were
produced.
CAI'TCELS Leaves containing errors, which have to be dis-
carded and replaced by corrected sheets. ?uch
leaves are marked by the printer with a star.
Duplicat3 sheets or quires, which are to be sul
-
stitutad in place of otiiers, either to correct
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grave errors in the printing;, because they have
"been suppressed by tne censors, or, "bocause they









Bound in boards. i
I
A method of temporary binding in boards
or paper, introduced into^ Erance by a
man named Bradel. The sections are not
sawn at the back, but sewn on ribbon and
the boards removed a certain distance
from tne b£.cl<:, leaving a hollov;, into
which the covering ispressed.
j
In boards.
A painted, engraved, or sculptured ornam.ent of
irregular or fantastic form, enclosing a plain
central space used as a field for inscriptions,
etc. Such ornaments v/ere much used during the
16th and 17th centuries to decorate the title-
pages of books.
CARTOUCIiE A EEUI LINAGE
(E) Cartouche in ornaments imitating the
foliage of trees.









A liPt of the najTiG.s of people or t;.inp:p.
,
generally
arrang'^'d alphabetically, and including some










("n) Catalog. ' '
The lines which contain the catch words.
This is the name given to one or ^T^ore words, I
placed at tue foot of tne verso of a leaf, and
reproduced on the first line of the recto of ti-e
following leaf. It is, in snort, a new v/ay of
making a guiding mark, differing from signatures,
allowing tn leaves to he put together one after
the other, witiiout having recourse to signatures.
They were used in the manuscripts of the 11th
century and, quite frequently, in those of tiie
14tn. Tiie first instance of this usage is in a
Tacitus printed at Venice by Vendelin de
Spire in 1468, or 1469, Tney were in use until
the 18 til century, but, after ti.e 14th, they were
put only at the foot of the verso of the last leaf
of each. section. 1
i














COLL EC CI ON











(E) This word designates t:ie tlluminators
,
who, in the Middle Ages, applied gold
to tne ornamental capital letters, w/iichj





(L) A manuscript, whose form was that of
our actual books, as distinguished from
the (v 1 u m e n) roll. The leaves of]
parchment were cut to certain dimensions
and bound together.
(E) Hefeidband.
Tiie examination of tixe signatures, etc., of a bool^,






COLLET ''I ON A number of "bookB, considered as a whole, of














The note at tne end of old books, containing the



















CO?IPLETO (I S) Complete.
CO-MCORIDAITCE IDE LA BIBLE
(E) Concordance of the Bible.
CONCORDANCE OE '^IiE BIBLE
The name given to repertoires, in which are
classed, in alphabetical order, all the words of






































Any irregular publication not issued oftener
than once a year, especially, a book, v/hich
is issued in parts.
Any annual publication.
Any book, which is issued or supplied in
pB.rts.














Forgeries of works printed a+ certain
places, and bearing on the title pages
false names of editors and places of
publication. Sometimes, they were
printed for tne purpose of fraudulent
gain. Sometimes, works prohibited by
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the censor W'?r:; so pub 1 i s ii-'^d . ?Tolland,
Belgi'i™, Geneva, Basle ati ^ Avipnon (tiiis
last before becoming a city of France)
produced tiiese v/orks on a large scale.
COPIE (?) Coi^ied, in maiuAScript.
COPIED Ii; MANU?^CRIPT See also
Gesclirieben (G)
CopitS (-P)
In coi)ia (a mano) (I)
En cop i a (f^)
In afschrift (nD)
COPPKR ETCTTIKTa
The art and process of engraving by means of a.cid
which eats into a surface, which inay be glass,
zinc, iron, or steel, but is generally copper.
The surface is first covered with a varnish, and
this varnisii is scratched through by an etching
needle, to expose tne metal in lines forming a
drawing. The plate is then exposed to tiie acid,
which bites into the exposed lines, so that they






Gravure a I'eau forte (F)
Intaglio ad acqua forte (I)
Grabado al agua fuerte (S)
Sterkwc-terplaat (B)
COPPERPLATE See Line engraving.
See also
Kupferst ich (G)
Gravure sur cuivre (P)
Incisione in rame (I)












A book is sr-.id to be cropped v;hen tae edres ?re
cut down very iiiuch'.
See also Bleed.
(S) Number, part.
(F) A vignette or flower at the end of a
chapter, which forr, is inscribed in a
triangle, the point at the bottom],
S e e IT a n u s c r i p t s
.
Side-notes, wiiicn are inserted witnin the text at
tixe side, instead of in tne margin.
See also No t e s.
DECKLE The raw or ragged edge all around trie fou.r sides
of a full size sheet of handmade paper, which is
produced by tne deckle proper, wnicn is
a rectangular frame, Ip.id upon tiie wire mold,
j|
on wnicn the paper pulp is placed, to confine the I
















A book is dfif ;c ive iP an;' of t/.e lerjvep nre
patched, or mended ii. any other way, or if tae
title-paf'e, frontispiece, or any of the plates are
laid down, i.e. rebacked wit/i paper, to









A dark brov/n calf used generally'' for religious
books, and worked in blind, or tooled.
(F) Literally Gilder. One wiio by
means of small hec.ted hand tools and
stamps, each bearing a portion of ti^e
design, impresses a decoration in gold
upon a book cover, or other suitable
surface. Finisher, tne nearest
approach to a synonym in English,
(F) Hollow back
(F) Solid or rigid back, as contrasted with
Dos brise, or hollow back.
A book may have a flexible back and, at
the same time, be hollow-backed, the
cords or bands being pressed into the
back when it is glued up and tne outer







As used in "boo'k'bindinp;, it desip;na + eF5 the
leather, silk, or otii^^r fabric, sone-
ti"ies used on the inner side of the
















EDI CION BARATA (S^
EDI C ION POT^UJAR
(S)

























EDI Z IONE POPOLAFlE
(I)















Erenci-L co lloqualism for the large
j
li
paper editions issued of first-class
books, such as: the Larp-e, Larger and
Largest paper; the copy on yellow papef;
"blue paper, writing paper; on Papier de
Holla.nde, de Ciiine, or de I'Inde; or on












"EINZEL-AUPOAJ^E (O) Separate edition.
ELZ"'^"^''I'R? Rooks from the prtiss of tl^e "Rlzevirs, celebrate^l
for the care which they ghve to their printinp and
also for tlie delicacy of the type which tney used
and wiiiCii wr. s made by Gararnont. There were twelve
printers in t^.e fainil;/; tiie work of tiieir success-
ors is often included under tue name. The most
famous of the family v; re Abraiiam, Bonaventure,
Loiiis and "Daniel, whose work a' tained the greatest
perf ec + i on.
E^IBLE^TRS (1?) Emblems.
EMBLE'^'IS Symbolic figures, with a sentence below each. In
the 17th century, works with emblems played an
important part. In our day, the marks of certain
libraries or printers, are only emblems.
EN COPIA (S) Copied, in manuscript.
ENCUADEPNADO (S) Bound.
ENCIJADERNADO A LA RUSTICA
(S) Papercovers.
EFD-PAPEP.S The blank leaves at the beginning and end of a
]
book; also called Ely-leaves.
i
ENIUMINEIJR (E) Synonjnn of M i n i a t u. r i s t;
Il'i.uminator
.
EJILUMINURE (E) The art of illuminating manuscripts.
EPUISS (E) Out of print.
ERr^ANCrSBAND (C) Supplementary volume.








1502-1664. WorVs of a famil^' of French printers
These books, for accuracy and beauty of workraan-





See L i V r e s 1 i t u r i q u e s.
A written or printed inscription, which
marks tiie source of a book, which has
been givei: to a library or to an
individual. v
Book plate. The mark of ownership of a
book. It is generall\ a label, on which
is engraved, in copper-plate o r etching,
the coa*--of-arriis , the device or the
j
emblem, adopted by the owner of the
book. Rich amateurs have had their arms
engraved also on t'ne covers and backs of
their books. The Ex-libris, ap-




This designates the final note placed
at tije end of a manuscript, or incuna-
bula, whetixer after the text and before
tne index, if there is one, or even
after the index. Tne word originated
with the Latin copyists, who put at tiie
end of a work, written on a roll, the
words, EXPLI^ITU?^ EST
LIBER. (the book is unrolled.)
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At the end of tna 3d century, tiie for-
mula v/as abridged and remained >
Explicit. Intne incunabula,
this note generally contr.ins the name
of the printer, the date of the printing;
of the book and the name of the city
where it was printed.
j
EXTPA The binding; of a book is said to be extra
when it has gilt ornaments on side and back, silk
headbands, etc. ' ij





PAC- SIT'^ILE (L) The exact reproduction of an object,
a manuscript, a writing, or a printed
text, by mechanical means, by transfer-
I
ring it b;'' hand, or by photography;^, or
heliograpjiV. -
j|
EALSE BANDS These are pieces of cardboard, or cord, tnin and
narrow, wuiciri the binder glues on the back of the





witiCii is fastened over it, forms a pro-
11 ject ion whicii imitates the true bands.
FALP'R '''ITIK Tiiis is placed upon a separate paf^^e, and is given
to the important tlivisions of Book, Part,
or C a n t 0. It is in smaller type than the
B a s t a r d title.
See also Bastard-title.
Half-title.
leaves of a book are spread, or fanned out
and fixed in tnat position. Then, tney are
painted on in water color, and when dry, gilded.
so that the design can only be seen when the
leaves are spread out.
'FAll'FA'R'E, A LA
(?) This design consists of geometrical
figures, with sprays of palm branches,
leaves and foliated forms, deftly
introduced, the whole being tooled in
gold. Colloquially, it means Flour-
ish of trumpets.
PASCIOOLO (I) Number, part. section.
PABICUL^ Number of a work, part. Usually a
small part, not alvyrays complete in it-
self, not a separate paging.
FEHLT (a) Out of print.
FEUILLE (P) Sheet, 4 pages.











mak^is a section of tiie book.
Leuf
,
part of a printed sheet contain-
ing two pages.
Par-teboard or cardboard sheets, on which
are written the titles of worVs. They
are of different sizes, and are used to
supply title-pares.














The best edition of a book; sometimes expressed by,
tne let.tars F P.
All ornamentation in blind- tooling, or in gold,




An ornament smaller than the Gui-
de 1 a m p e, and which is placed
on the title-pages or on the blank
pages at the end of the principal
divisions of a work. In the latter
case, they are often given the name of
Cul-de-larap e, although they have








Small ornaments raadts of type metal, Wiiicii could bqj
readily coubined to suit any lengtn or v/idtn of
page. Tney were used to make borders sround the '
tex ' .
Fee End papers.
The half-title in front of tne general title, or
whicn divides sections of a work.
See alsoBastard.title.
Half-title.
pals e-t i t 1 e;













FOLIOTAGE The work of putting on a manuscript a
successive number for eacn separc^tr
leaf. It is indispensable for tnose
manuscripts which have not been num-
bered.
The front edp-e of a book.
The bibliographical expressior. for size and
shape of a book.














Rou£;h undreGsed skins of beasts used in early
times for "binding.
(0) nontinuation.
All procossef^ t/irouph which a book passes after
sewing, other than t/^ose of ornanient&t ion by
means of tools or rolls.
(G) German expression for the German




























GETTTil'PTET (G) In pamphlet form.
GT?!?AMTPEG I I'EP. (G) Complete index.
GESCHRIEPEN (G) Copied in manuscript.
GILT This term applies to both the edges of a hook and




GOPEEl^ED Having a pattern stamped upon the edges of a hook
by raea,ns of hot irons, after gilding.
GOLDEN TYPE The type used hy William Morris, founded on, or
evolved from the general appearance of the letters


























Grand eagle ( stfit ionery)
Grand eagle (size of paper)
20 and in by 40 in.
(?) Polio size.
Cramininf^ a book with illustrations of everything
it contains. Called Grangeri zing
because Granger's Biblio-
graphical history of
E n g land was at one time most frequently
selected for this kind of illustration.
Also, to obtain i lustrations for any book, from
others in print, often spoiling many books to
illustrai.e one.
(P) To scrape
The Prencii put their books in the press
between boards aiid rasp the edges.















GR0LI3RESQUE Tne tarrn applied to tiie introduction of a "border,
formed of an interlaced fillet. One of tne
;
distinguishing marks of a Grolier.
|
GROLIERR Books bound for Jean Grolier, Vicomte d'Arguisy.
1479- 15 6 5. mostly Classics and books of I tali an
authors. The bindings are in 2 classes:
11
1 Those bound for others, but coming into his
collection, to which he merely added ^his name and
motto.
'
2 Those especially bound for him, partly in P
France, partly in Venice. They were bound in
morocco or brown calf and the back, witnout
jj
ornament, has generally 5 or 7 bands. There are
4 leaves of guard, the 3d being vellum. The i|
ornamentation isin compartments, or geometrical,
the Italian bindings with colored ba.nds, the
Prench, in black and gold. Sometimes, there are
graceful interlac ings , diversified by f 1 e u r-
i
o n s and other small tools. Two m.ottoes are
generally used:
jj
lo Grolierii et amicorum, and
Portio mea, Doraine, sit in terra viventium.
GROOT ?OP''^AT (T)) Polio size.
GRUMDPISS (G) Abridgment, outlines. '
|
GUIPES Cards iiigher trian those which serve for the
cata.log, of a different color, and on which are
indicated tne bibliograpnic divisions of
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Wirien tne "back and corners only of a, book are
covered witn leather, and the sides witii pa,per
or cloth.
A label- title, invariably printed in the centre o
of the page preceding the title-page proper.
It consists of a few v/oros only, the fev/er tiie
better, giving; the snort title of the book,
which the general title explains. A half-title
may precede any or all of tue several distinct





In England, an official stamp pi.it upon e.rticles
made of gold and silver, as an evidence of gen-











2 Any mark of genuineness, good quality, etc.
Post'jrs announcing tne publication of one or
more books. Tnese w-.-re fastened to the doorposts
of cnurches, where dealers in manuscripts v/ere
accusto-'oed to meet. In University towns, tiiese
lists were attached to the doors of the univer-
sity, the doors of students' lodging houses or
on the wall near the stand or booth, where the
travellinf bookseller displayed his wares.
At first, tiiey were printed in folio, afterward
in quarto or octavo sheets for insertion in books
or for general distribution.
The silk or cotton ornament placed at the top
arid bottom of the back of a book.
A twist of two or three, silken or linen, threads
around a square or oblong band. The band is made
of several thicknesses of either vellum or catgut,
somewhat less in height than the squares of the
book for which they are intended.
The fold of leather over th-, h e a d-b a n d.
Ornaments placed at the top of tne page at the






ILJ.UMIN/"'TOT^T The worlc of coverinr witn color tne outlinen of
a design traced in line. The most ancient manu-
scripts are ornamented witi- illuminations, and the
first printed "bouks had tneir capital letters,
for which the place was reserved, made by hand,
and decorated. This word is particularly applied
to the horder decoration, w?iile the various




ILLUT^INATOR Synonym of miniaturist, hut the most ancient
form. It designates him vmo ornamented manuscripts
with illuminations. He made not only ornamental
letters, hut also patterns and interior designs. ;l
Till the 15th century, the scribes and illumin-
ators formed tne class of calligrapher s . After
tliat time, they were distinct classes. Accord-
ing to Seroux d'Agincourt, between the 9th and
10th centuries, they conrprised four great
classes.
i
1 The scribes. '
2 The calligraphers proper, still designated
by tii.e name of chrysographers , because the j,
ornamental letters, which they raade , had back-
grounds of gold. I

3 Tliose wxio painted and wrote at tiae same time.
4 Tnose wno designed andpajnted very y;o11.
These last form tne most noble class
IIIPERPKCT COPY A book is considered imperfect if anytning, even




The indication of ti. e place wiiere a book was p
printed, either wit/i or without the printer's
name
.















Tnis is tixe first word, with which
incunabula wit/iout a title begin. The
title at the beginning being v/anting,
the first lines of the first page take
its place and should be transcribed on
the (fiches) cardboards, on which










Under tnis name are included all txie
books printed before 1500 A. D.
They are divided into two classes:
1 The Xylograpiiic or Block-books,
printed by means of a whole plate, on
v/iiich v/ere engraved in relief the
designs and tue text.
2 Books printed with movable types.
In order to recognize incunabula they
must submitted to tests
1 On the firmness and thickness of
the paper.
2 On the typographical characters,
which are full nf added lines, in
German, Dutch, and even French print-
ed books. On tne irregularity and
imperfection of type, which is very
striking in the books printed by the
Italian presses.
3 On the partial or complete absenc
of the marks of punctuation.
4 On the appearance of the copy of
manuscript, witii tne exception of tne




5 On the abbreviations, which are
numerous and like in every respect, to
those of manuscriptK of tne same time.
6 On the absence of signatures, of
catchwords, of pagination, of registers,
at least at the "beginning.
7 On the sepr.rate title in front,
which does not exist.
8 On the absence of any indication
of the place of printing, of the
editor, of tue name of trie printer and
of the date.
The cataloging of incunabula
presents certain difficulties, by
reason of the imperfect information
found in the whole book.
INDIA PAPEP Paper of different qualities made from the inner
fibre of the bamboo. It is generally of a buff
color. India proof engravings are taken off on
this paper, sometimes for books, sometimes, as
independent prints. It is the thinnest of opaque
papers and especially adapted for fine and im-
portant work.
IITDIA PROOPF Strictly, first proofs only of an illustration
pulled on I n d i a paper, but used indis-



























A sneet, or part of a sheet, to be placed insede
of another sheet to complete sequence of
pagination,








































Called after Jansen and done without
exterior ornament for tue sect of
Port-Royal.
Paper usually mf.de from the fibre of the paper
mulberry. It is of different thicknesses.
(P) Marbling.
(P) Super-royal, Grand royal, Imperial.
(F) Imperial paper.
(p) Size of Didot's classical authors.
Super- royal paper,
(p) Newspaper.
Printed v;or"k:s whether by single sheet, in- folio,
or by sheets folded in a smaller form, but
appearing periodically: daily, weekly, monthly.
In tne two last cases, we preferably apply to









This v;aB founded in 1891, by tiie late William
Morris, as a privF. te press, at his home, Kelm-
soott manor-i'i. lise , in tne upper Thames valley.
It closed after his death in 189P. Books from
tiiis press commanded nip>i prices in 1899-1900,
"but are now much cheaper. The productions
from tiiis Press were tne result of careful
study for effect.
V/nere tne panels of the boards are ornamented by




This consists of a few words printed at the top
of a preliminary blank leaf.
«
LAID DOWN When papes or pla+es are rebfcked with paper,
to preserve tnem, or render tnem stronger, they
are sa.id to be laid down.
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LAID PAPER Paper, wiiici., xiel<i u.. to tjiu li(:iit, Ui.ow:;
all the marks of tne wire- frame mold, and has the
appearance of being ribbed. It may be either
hand- or machine-made.
See also Wove paper.
LARrii] PAPTIP CO'^I>T
The best copies of a wor>; v/itn large mergins
They are bibliograpixically termed Editions
d e luxe. They are sometimes designated by
the initials L. P. They usually contain the
identical text found in the ordinary copies, but
are printed on paper of a larger size and of !|
better quality, and are bound in a better or
more distinctive sti^'le. Any plates they may
contain are generally'" in proof state. Large
paper copies are alv/ays limited in
number and sometimes bear the signature of tiie
author within the front cover. They are also
published at a higher price, at least double
that of the ordinary copies. .
I
Lav/ books are usually bound in calf, which is
left wholly uncolored, hence the terra for white
calf.








LETT"'^1P.Ii1D F5o called wuen merely tue title and autiior's
name are lettere'l on the "back of a book.
LIBRARY ECONO'^
Tne word designates, in a general way, every-
tiiing connectdd witu tne knowledge of tue book,
handling, cataloging, classif ic£,tion on tne
shelves of e library. It is besides applied to
the formation of a library and its complete
organization.
LlEEtTRS (P) Binders, tyers.
LIEPERUNG (CO Issue (of a periodical) section, part.
LINE ENGRAVING Engraving on metal, v/hen the plate is pre pared









(?) Prayer books in Latin and in Erench,
published at tne end of the 15th and
tne beginning of the 16th century, v/ith
decorated letters, and vignettes, v/hose
execution showed a very pure taste.
The printers sougiit especially to copy




itors w}io were especially famous for
these productions, were: Simon Vostre,
Philippe Pisouchet, Antoine Verard,
Thielraan Kerver, Trilles Hardoyn, etc.
The liturgies comprising the different
collections of prayers and hymns in tiie
exercise of tne cult of the Roman ij
Catholic religion. They are numerous.
A few of them are:
SACPA^'/TENTAIPP Book of the sacraments^
It comprises the whole of the prayers
wliich tne priest recites at the altar to
convert the elements of "bread and wine
into the ood^- and blood of Jesus Christ.
Saint Celase and Saint Cregory the Great
are the principal authors of the S a c-
ramentaire of the Roman church!
MISSEL The hook including the service
for Mass, by Saint Gelase and Saint
Gregory. il
EVAIJGELAIP.E Includes the wnole of
the Gospels. [
II
LECTIONNAIRE This contains the





BI^Tlfi-ninTIONNAIRl^ book of "ben-
edictionf:.






The kind of "books, Wiiose history has
been written by Charles Nisard, meriting
the attention of book lovers, by reason
of the persistant imita-tion of the
earliest forms, style, manner and com-
position of books, which have to-day
disapper.red or are very rare. This
popular literature includes everything;
science, medicine, letters, astronomy,
history, etc., and has undergone fev\^
transformations on the wrxole. Almanacs,
oracles, treatises on medicine, romances,
the Dance of Death, figure among these
books. A general bibliography of these






MAT^E UP Sometimes an imperfect book is maae perfect by the
addition of tiie missing leaves taken from some
other copy. Such books are said to be made
u p. '
MAMUSr;RI"PTS An exact acquainta.nce with manuscripts demands
long and profound study. The science which is
concerned with it is called Pal^o/rraphj'-. Besides
this, an acquaintance with diplomacy", archaeology
and the science of seals must be p^rt of the
equipment. For manuscripts witnout date, there
are some difficulties in the way of their '
determination. I
Different methods of writing must be known. ;
CURSI'''E Running hand made .with the pen, with-
out particular form.
„
UNCIAL Writing, whose name is derived from
tne n c e, or inch. Originally it was written I
in large capital letters. Afterwards, this term
was apt^lied to letters v/hose upright lines were
li
curved and wnose angles were refunded.
!|
.
HALF UNCIAL A mixture of u n c i a 1 and i
minuscule.
j
MINUSCUL'R Small letters, opposed to maj-




LO'^ffiAR'niQlJR A variet;' of the mi nuscule
used at the end of tiie 9tn century; called in
the middle Ages; Littera be n even-
tan a.
NATIONAL WRITINCr A name applied to writing
iDelonging to different countries, or ccTiing forth




After writing, tne abbreviations must be
studied, tneir various forms and their meanings.
Txie most condensed abbreviations bear the name of
Notes Tironiennes, in use during a
part of the Middle Ages, and which are attributed
to Tiron, a freedman of Cicero.
The wording of the manuscript and the grammatical
forms employed, should not be neglected.
In short, for title-deeds, and all the documents
of Chancery, the names of sovereigns, of priests,
signatures of notaries and witnesses should be
equally verified.
The seals and their fastenings merit a careful
attention.
A manuscript demands a much more detailed descrip-
tion than a printed book. There cannot be too
many details to define it.
The subject on which it is v/ritten, the form of
the. letters axid trie size of the page, from margin
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to raarf;;in, snould be rioted. The titles, or first
lines of the manuscript Si.ould be transcribed in
full as well as the subscription.
j
MARBLINri Any raarkinp; rese^nblinp; that of veined or variegat-
ed marble; hence any mottlinf^, veining, or cloud-
1
in^: of a surface.






LIESS CATALOfT These catalogs were published in Germany, twice a
year, the first at the Lenten 7air, afterwards caS.
called the "Rastar, or Early Spring "Pair, the
second at tne Autumn, or Michaelmas Pair. There
were two series: one published at Frankfort on
tne Main, 1564-1749; the second, at Leipzig,
1594-1861. At Leipzig, at rare intervals, catalogs
were published for the New Year's Fair. There
were tv/o classes of these catalogs: 1 General
book-fair cata.logs by private individuals
2 Official catalogs,
MINIATURES (J*) Designs covered with water- color paint-
ing, by which are ornamented manuscripts
and even certain printed books, such as
Livres d'h.eures. By exten-
sion, the terrn is applied to every
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design, engraving, or painting, of small
size and delicate execution. In manu-
scripts, the miniatures were set off
^
with gold, whether on the background,
with geometrical superimposed designs,
or on the figures.
MINUSCULE See Manuscripts.
MISSEL (F) See Livres litur:giques.
MIT HANDSCHRI^TLinKE^T NITIZEN
(G) ¥ith manuscript notes.
MITRE In bookbinding, to join perfectly, as lines
intended to meet at right angles.
NACH UNGE'HRUCKTEN QUELLEN
(Ct) Prora unpublished sources.
NACHGELASSENE SGFRIETEN
(G) Posthumous writings.





























Tiie assumed name under wnicix any one writes.
(I S) Note, explsnatorv remark.
Explanatory remark appended to tine text, and
generally in smaller type.
CENTER-NOTE This is pieced "between two
columns, as in cross-references, in some editions
of the Bible.
CUT- IN- NOTE Set in a space left in the text,
near the outer margin and as nearly as possible
|
in line with the matter referred to.






















NUMBERS Signs of enumeration, which serve in typography
for nurnberirig leaves and paf.';es, putting dates at
tne foot of tixe title page and ti.e signatures at
"beginning of sections, or parts of sections. Our
actuel figures are derived from the Arabic. The
Greeks expressed theiu means of a letter* sur-
mounted "by an accent, or sign. The Romans used
letters to express numbers.
NITp. l?EST (C-)
HITR FOCH FEF^^ (P )
On approval, or on sale account.



























Worl<. This word is applied to any-







A manuscript written, contrary to custoTi^
on the "back, as well as the front of the
roll of parchment or papyrus The
xylographic works are only v/ritten on
one side of the leaf, "but the two pages
are sometimes placed hack to hack.
OPLAAG (D) Edition.
OPUSCULES Small or unimportant works.
ORNEM A PROID SUR LES PIA':^S





































Work. Ouvrage is applicable to




PAialNATION This term designates tlie whole of tue fif^ures
placed at the top of a sheet or a pare in a man-
uscript or a printed hook. The ancient manuscripts
were never paged, the incunabula not before 1475.
,
PALAEOriRAPiilE (P) Palaeography.
PALAEOGRAPHY The science of ancient writings, whatever they may
be, inscriptions or manuscripts.
PALI]i.IPSE?=!'^ (CtR) ( tt ct\
t
/u, y <y «• t-0 V scratched; or scraped
again) Any writing material, from
which the writing has been erased to
make room for other writing: hence,
the new writing upon such material.







Legato alia rustica (I)
Encuadernado a la rustica
Ingenaaid
PARAGPJ^PH- TITLE
An introduction, set as a paragraph in the type of
the text, often, not always, at the head of a
page , of whicii the larger portion is entirely
blank. Not a title, but a first step in that
direction. Sometimes set in type of larger size





















The authority accorded "by the king , or
other sovereign to print a book. The
first license knovm and dated, dates back
to 1507. It was given by tne Pope for
the printing of tiie Latin edition of the
Geography of Ptolemy. In England, the
letters-patent date from 1532.
The individual history of a book is called its '
Pedigree. Autograph inscriptions furnish
the best proof of former ownership.
j
Books from a press in Antwerp, from 1565 until '
very recently. Celebrated for the elaborate en-
graving on t/i.e title-page, and for the fine type
used in printing.
An illustration printed from a plate. The term is
often incorrectly applied to illustrations




tration printed on different paper from that of
tiie book is usual.ly callnd a plate.
PLIECO im 4 PLMAS)
(S) Sheet, 4 papes.
POINTILLR [y) Geometrical outlines, filled in witn
innumerable* gold dots, each dot sepa-
rately tooled and the whole for^ninp" a
brilliant series of fine stars falling
in patterns on a ground of scarlet
morocco. Much used by Le CTascon in
place of the solid line tools in the
17th century.
(F) Rods These are the lines, at regular
distances apart, which cut at right
angles other lines very close together,
called vergeures, which are seeri
in paper held to the light. They orig-
inate from the paper pulp being supported
against the separations of tne wires
placed on the fraiiie, when the paper is
made. Bi the horizontal or vertical
position which they occupy in the make-
up of the ancient book, its form can be
determined, if the work has not signa-
tures. This test can be applied to
incunabula, for example. In the modern
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book, even for tne papers called 1 a i
the lines arc not alwa; s disposed in
the order of ancient books.











POSTER An advertising sneet of considerable size, usuallji
printed and often illustrated and bearing large
letters, so that when posted on a vjall, it may
easily b^ read,
POSTHUMOUS WORKS




Ope re postume (I)
Obras posturaas (S)
Nagelaten werken (D)
POY/DERING The process of ornamenting with small patterns,
continually repef^ted. The pattern is shown as
isolated, with the background between.




































Emblematic or heraldic devices, whicn each printer
adopted and which figured, either on txie title-
pa,^re, or at the end of the book, after the 15th
century. These marks were required of the French '
printers after the year 1547. Among the most
famous, can be named: the olive tree of Estienne,
the griffin of Crriphe, the escutcheon with the
two leaning deer of Jehan Petit, tne grenadier
witn a shield, of Simon Vostre, etc. The most of
tiiera were accompanied by a legend or a device.











Those "boolAS ;/hich the public can only ohtain at
second-hand, as they are none of them for sale
except to those for whom they are printed.
a sovereic^^, or a prelate, granting to
a printer the exclusive right of print-
ing a v/ork for a limited time. The !
oldest of tnese papers gr'ven in Ger-
many is that which the Bishop of




they are found from 1507 on. In spite
of t lie Privilege the forgeries
were numerous, and nearly all of the
works vmich found a ready sale were
reprinted clandestinely in the country.'',
even with the false marks indication
printer and place of publication. This
was done especially in Holland, at
|!
Geneva and Avignon.











Edges left uncut as proof tha-t- the "book has
not "been unduly cut down.
An impression of a sheet of a v/ork, to be examined
to see if it be correct. Proofs are termed, ac-
cording to circumsta-nces , First proof,
Clean proof, Its own ^paper,
and Rev i s e.
(D) Price.
Its absence is one of the distinctive charsct'^r-
istics of i n c u n a b u 1 a, at least, before
14'''o. The printers contented themselves with







The sections of a manuscript, or a
printed book, composed of 8 leaves.
Tne incunabula are often printed in this
way. As is easily seen, it is the sheet,






QUIPPOS These are small cords attached to a cord, or a rod,
and forming at regular intervals more or less
complicated knots. It was the only mode of '
v/ritinp kriovm to the ancient Peruvisns, and is










The page to the right hand of the reader when the




A term used mn printing when one papie is exactly
printed on the back of the other.
This is a table , which indicates the parts of
which a book is composed, on which the first words
of the leaves which compose the half of each sec-










trura chartarum orin short,
R e g i s t r u m. It stjrved in gathering togeth-
er the sections for binding. The first time
that tiie register was used, it is believed
was in tne Piiilppics of Cicero, and in
Titus Livius, botiri printed b;^- Ulric
Hahn, in 1469, or 1470.
(G) Index volume.






That part of an edition, as of a book, left on thej
publisher's hands, after the demand for it has
ceased.
REPRINT, or EXCERPT































YTheels, for toolinp;, engraved with some figured
ornament, which is repeated at each revolution^
Having a leather back witii. cloth sides and gilt
top.
:ng
This shows a decoration of Etruscan vases, some-
times copied in colors by means of acids.
That exceptional part of a manuscript of book,
that appears in red, once used to note initial
letters, caption words, etc.
To tint with red; to illuminate a book v/ith red.
Borders of straight lines enclosing a text.
Figures or letters placed down the length of a
page to indicate the particular number or position
of any given line.
Words placed at the top of the page to indicate





































As used in "bookbinding and the other
arts, a semis is a decoration com-
posed of small, often repeated figures,
the units of which do not touch.
Similar in significance are the English





Edizione separata - (I)
Edicion separada (S)
Afzonderlijk uitgave (D)



















The practice of dividing the cost of publishing
into shares, each partner being liable for his poi^
tion of the cost and taking a proportionate
number of copies of the printed book, lasted
until early in the last century, in England and
the United States. The books thus issued were
known as Share-books. They were also
called Chapterbooks, because the meet-
ings of the booksellers who combined to publish












SHOULDER-NOTES Marginal notes placed at the top corner of the
page.
SIDE-NOTES Marginal notes at the side, distinct from foot-
notes.
SIGNATURES The capital letters or figures under the bottom
line of the first page of each sheet, to indicate
their order in binding. The invention has been
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attributed to Zarot of Milan, 1470, and to Koel-












The study of txie seals, and of the
stamps, wxiich represent seals, in the






Gravure sur acier ("p)
Incisione in acciajo (I)







Sometimes called amplified name, or title is
added to the title of a book, to explain or modify
its meaning; the Bastard- orHalf-
title, which is placed before the general
title of a work; also called E 1 y-t i t 1 e.
(E) Continuation.
A book finished in tue best style, with gilding on




SUPPLWTENT An addition to a book or a paper, by which it is
















Tomo de suplemento (S)
supplement (D)
SUPPLEMENT (I) Supplement.
TABLE (P) index, register.
TABLE DES J^IATTERES

























An ornament placed at the end of a chaptor to fill
up a vacant space.
(F) All cuttings made by the aid of the
graver in the plates of copper steel, or
zinc.
Any kind of engraving on metal, whether
made "by tiie graver, etching, or mezzotint
copper-plate.
A copy of a book on the ordinary sized paper, and




1677-1709. Catalogs issued four times a year,
about the middle of the four lav/ terms; in Nov-
ember, for the Michaelmas term, in February, for
the Hilary term, in May, for the Easter term, and
in June, for the Trinity term. They were first
published by John Starkey. The cost was sixpence,
and they seem to have been in demand, as new
issues with abridged titles were supplied. Sub-
division was by size and price of book.
(L) This word designates a printed leaf,
composed of four pages, whatever may be
the shape of the book. This term is on-
ly applied to the incunabula, whose















The first incuriabula were without t i t 1 e-p a g-\
es; it was only about 1470 that they were printed
on a separate sheet. During the 16th and 17 tn
centuries, the t i t 1 e-p ages affected the
form of a reversed pyramid, and for the works of
controversy and religious criticism, they had a
wording, v/hich implied any thing else except the
contents of tne book
f
(P) Title-pages. i|
(F) A term often confounded with the word
Volume. ATome is properl\ a
finished part of a work, while a v o 1-
u m e is the material section of the
same work. Thus, we say: • a work in six
tomes, forming tv;elv v o 1 u m e sj,
or in twelve tomes, forming six
volumes; that is to say, that in !|
the first case, the tome forms two
V o 1 u m e s, while in the second case













Needlework made witji silk thread, or
cotton, of different colors, and which
is fastened hy sewing to the head and
foot of tne back of tne book before
proceeding to tne finishing of tne cover^
In the days before the introduction of cloth
covers, a publisher had several copies of the work
I'
he intended to issue, bound up in different style^
either to satisfy himself, or to submit to the
author.
Shaving the rough edges of the leaves of a book
that is not to be cut.




(D) Abridemerit , outline
(D) Out of print.
ctee manuscripts.
Books thc.t are not cut open v/ith the paper-knife,
Edges not ploughed by the binder.
The book is said to be unopened if t.he bolts of
tne sheets have not been cut.
UNTERHALTUNCrSLEKTURE
(G) Light reading, fiction.



















(G) Out of print.
(D) Collection.
The page of an open book to the left hand of the
reader, always tue even page.

















































The name given to books on parciiment or


















WASSER^'LECKICt (Cr) Y^ater- stained.
WATER- LINES Those transparent lines, wiriich cross the sheet of
paper at a distance of a"boii* 1 to 3 inches apart,
and are produced hy the wooden or metal supports,
wnich are put under tue wires of tne metallic
frame in wjiicli tne paper is made, so that they
should not bend under the v/eight of pulp required
to form, the sneet of paper. These v/ a t e r-
lines always cross the sheet in its narrowest}
width, tney are not found in machine made papers.







WATEPJIIARK? These are tj^e outlines of objects, or the first
letters or names of manufacturers, which api)ear
in tne paper when held up to tiie light. In papei
made by hand, they are produced by means of a fine
brass wire, which passes around in tiie wires of
the frame and the support inp rods and copies thejj
design wished; the paste run on the form takes
the impression of ti.e wires in all their curves.
'For modern papers, tne marks are csrved or cut on
|
the cylinders between wjiich the paste of paper
is to pass. The rods and the wires 5 re also
carved or cut.
Books of the 15th and 16th centuries can be named
as to size, by the position of tne water-
marks. If these are perpendicular, the
book is either an Svo, an IRmo, or a folio.
If the lines are horizontal, the book is a 12mo
,
or a 4to. In the case of a 24mo , tne lines are
sometimes perpendicular and sometimes horizontal.
In folios, the vir a t e r m a r k is in tne
middle. In 4tos, it is folded in half in the
back of the book, midway between the top and bot-
tom. In 8vos, it is in tne back and at tlie
top of tne pa2;e, and in 12mos and 16mos, it is













semi-transparent lines on paper, caused by the







Those which have no wire-marks or water-lines,
such as those which are seen when laid p a-
p e r s are held up to the light. They may he
either hand- or machine-made.
See also Laid paper.
XYLOGRAPHIC BOOKS
Block books.
XYLOGRAPRE (P) The engraver of letters on wood. It is
he who makes the ornamented letters
(vignettes) for tiie library, as well as





This is tne art of writing; on wood,
taken in the largest sense. In reality,
it is cutting on tne surf; ce of a piece
of wood, designs and text, in a way, by
wiiicn these designs or this text can be I
reproduced by printing. It results from,|
this tnat all the parts wnich snould
bear on tne paper are in relief, wnile
the blanks are cut in.
Xylography came to e.n end on the discov-
ery of printing. To give a list of
Xylographic works would
take too long. These a^e a few:
BIELIA PAUPERUM, or histories of the
Old and New Testaments.
APOCALYPSE, or History of St John the
Evangelist
.
HISTORY OF THE viRaiN ^^ARY, taken from
the Ca.nticle of Canticles. 'I
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